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EDITORIAL 
 
Welcome to Volume Two of the Michigan Journal of Public Health. You will have noticed this 
is Issue One, the Winter Issue. We are once again late in publishing, although we have reduced 
the delay from our Summer 2007 Issue, which was published in late Autumn. We hope to close 
the gap and publish the Summer 2008 issue prior to the autumnal equinox! 
 
We are pleased to present four great articles, starting with our invited Guest Editorial from Cathy 
Raevsky, Chair of the Board for the Michigan Association for Local Public Health, as well as the 
Health Officer of the Kent County Health Department. Cathy presents a great discussion 
concerning three accreditation pilots in Michigan, while also expounding on our state’s 
influential role regarding the development of local public health accreditation efforts at the 
national level. 
 
Following Cathy’s invited editorial, we present the first of a series of invited historical articles 
from Robert Mosher and Elaine Beane. Robert Mosher is a retired hospital lab director, Elaine 
Beane is the current Director of the Center for Advancing Community Health at the Michigan 
Public Health Institute. Bob and Elaine’s first article presents the framework for their future 
articles on a rich, fascinating and detailed history of public health in Michigan from its formation 
through to the early years of the last century. They have been engaged in the background 
research that is culminating in this series for several years, ad we are pleased and honored to 
have these articles published within MJPH. 
 
We wrap up this issue with two stellar research and practice articles. The first is on cancer 
literacy, and represents cutting edge research in this area in Michigan. The outcomes of this work 
push forward the ability of public health practitioners to test cancer literacy without requiring 
extensive interviewer training. The second article is a groundbreaking study of tobacco use 
among middle school students in a major urban area, Detroit. There have been few studies like 
this done across an entire young urban population and we are excited to be able to present this 
work. 
 
A few administrative notes. 
 
The MJPH can now be found on its own web page, simply go to www.mipha.org and click on 
“Michigan Public Health Journal.” This new home also contains the two previous issues, an 
updated Board member list, author guidelines, and the MJPH manuscript submission form. 
 
As always, you may send me your letters and feedback (please use the form at the end of of this 
issue). Send these letters and feedback to clinegr@gvsu.edu.  
 
 
Greg Cline, PhD 
MJPH Editor 
